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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the P RIMROSE system, which uses
plan recognition to feed network analysis. P RIMROSE uses
the probabilistic plan recognition algorithm YAPPR to process streams of reports. For these report streams, YAPPR
generates plan trees as hypotheses. From the activities and
role-fillers (entities that participate in these activities, such
as agent, patient, destination, etc.) in the plan trees, YAPPR
populates organizational graphs, intended to feed network
analysis. The graph population is performed using a combination of rules for role extraction and analogical reasoning. We describe the methods used for plan recognition and
role extraction. We also introduce the simulated narcotics
trafficking domain, which we have implemented using an
enhanced version of Blaylock’s Monroe system. Contributions of this work include: (1) extensions to both the Monroe plan-based activity simulator, which has been modified
to be agent-centric, and domain-configurable; (2) extensions
to YAPPR to process (finite) first-order domains, and build
plan trees; (3) the use of role-based reasoning to infer network structure; (4) employing analogical reasoning to infer
coreference across plans.
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Figure 1: Example network analysis (taken from (DoD
2009)).

Introduction

Intelligence agencies often apply network analysis to their
problems (Sparrow 1991; DoD 2009, e.g.), and must identify those networks by (reports of) observations. An example of such a network analysis is given in Figure 1. Network analyses like these are used as frameworks for organizing information (e.g., identifying the participants in a narcotics trafficking network run by a particular narco-baron)
and planning countermeasures (e.g., hampering the manufacture of heroin by arresting heroin chemists). In this paper, we describe the P RIMROSE system whose purpose is
to take reported actions, recognize underlying plans using
probabilistic plan recognition, and based on the recognized
plans, populate and maintain a network analysis like that in
Figure 1. For example, reports of truck drivers making deliveries and pickups at known heroin labs will provide information about the makeup of the smuggling network(s)
that support the narco-baron that operates the lab in question. P RIMROSE will help intelligence (and other) analysts
process large amounts of information, and avoid errors in
reasoning, by representing the provenance of information in
the network analysis.
P RIMROSE’s system architecture is shown in Figure 2.
P RIMROSE uses probabilistic plan recognition – in particular, an enhanced version of the YAPPR algorithm (Geib

and Goldman 2009; Geib, Maraist, and Goldman 2008;
Maraist, Geib, and Goldman 2009) – to process streams of
observations, and use the output of plan recognition to populate graphs for network analysis. Specifically, P RIMROSE
operates in a simulated narcotics trafficking domain, implemented using an extension of the Monroe system (Blaylock
and Allen 2005). P RIMROSE processes observations of narcotics trafficking activities, and innocent activities that act
as confounds. From the resulting plan trees, P RIMROSE
extracts key role-fillers and uses them to populate network
analysis graphs, identifying the structure of narcotics trafficking organizations. This extraction is performed using a
combination of rule-based inference and analogical reasoning.
Contributions of this work include: (1) extensions to
both the Monroe plan-based activity simulator, which has
been modified to be agent-centric, and domain-configurable;
(2) extensions to YAPPR to process (finite) first-order domains, and build plan trees; (3) the use of role-based reasoning to infer network structure; (4) using analogical reasoning
to infer coreference across plans.

3 P RIMROSE Architecture
P RIMROSE’s system architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: P RIMROSE system architecture.
P RIMROSE comprises the YAPPR 2 plan recognition component, built on our previously-existing YAPPR system, and the
Role Extraction (ROLEX) component. The ROLEX component, in turn is built on SIFT’s S PIRE domain-independent
reasoning system. We briefly review the capabilities of
S PIRE here; we discuss YAPPR further below.
The central data storage, inference, and user interface of P RIMROSE is built on top of SIFT’s S PIRE system. S PIRE is SIFT’s domain-general graph fusion and
domain-independent reasoning system. S PIRE natively supports graph-matching, to enable graph-based data fusion,
domain-general comparative analysis (McLure, Friedman,
and Forbus 2015), graph-based generalization (Friedman
2015), graph-based inference (McDonald et al. 2016), and
similarity-based retrieval of events and entities. Given a semantic graph— such as a link diagram or output of a semantic parse— S PIRE can retrieve highly-isomorphic graphs,
match graphs to fuse knowledge, and generalize abstract
schemas from multiple examples.
S PIRE also includes an implementation of the
Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System (ATMS) (deKleer 1986; Forbus and deKleer 1993), which we have used
as the framework for implementing provenance reasoning
(Section 7, below). The rule- and graph- matching features
are used in ROLEX (Section 6), to support entity extraction
from plans and population of network analyses.
S PIRE includes a web-based user interface (Figure 3) for
navigating complex networks using diagram-based interaction.
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The Simulated Domain

P RIMROSE takes its input from a simulation of narcotics
trafficking in the Badakhshan province of Afghanistan. The
simulation was built on an extension of Blaylock’s Monroe system for stochastic plan simulation (Blaylock and
Allen 2005). We extended Monroe to make it agent-centric
and domain configurable. We drew upon UN reports on
drug trafficking in Afghanistan (Demirbüken et al. 2011;
Demirbüken, Mili, and Cussan 2012), and an example
network analysis of a narcotics trafficking network (DoD
2009). To make our model more accurate, we also drew on
background material about Afghanistan (UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) 2014;
Megerdoomian 2009), and additional geographic informa-

Figure 3: UI for SIFT’s S TRIDER system, built with
S PIRE.
tion from the Falling Rain website,1 .
Blaylock’s Monroe system uses a version of the S HOP 2
hierarchical task network (HTN) planner (Nau et al. 2001;
2003; 2004) that supports random plan generation, as the
core of a system that can generate large corpora of simulated
plan-driven activity in a disaster relief domain (Blaylock and
Allen 2005). Monroe randomly chooses goals from its distribution of top level goals, then uses S HOP 2 to randomly
generate a plan that meets that goal. For plan recognition
research projects, Monroe has the advantage of providing
large corpora labeled with ground truth.
For our P RIMROSE experiments, we made a number of
extensions to the original version of Monroe to make our
own enhanced Monroe, which we will call “Monroe2.”
First, we updated Monroe2 from using its own, built-in version of S HOP 2, and replaced it with the mainstream version of S HOP 22 . This had the dual advantages of bringing updates and bug fixes from S HOP 2 into Monroe, and of
bringing random search to S HOP 2 (since we had to augment
S HOP 2 to replicate the randomized search that Blaylock had
1
2

www.fallingrain.com
www.sourceforge.net/project/shop/

implemented).
Secondly, Monroe2 is what we call “agent-centric.” By
this we mean that instead of simply randomly choosing
a top-level goal as in the original Monroe, Monroe2 first
chooses an agent, and then chooses an goal based on the
agent type. Specifically, Monroe2 allows the modeler to
specify a probability distribution over agent types, and
within a type, over the agents of that type. Then, for each
agent type, Monroe2 consults a separate probability distribution over goal types. See Figure 4 for a comparison between the two methods. This agent-centric nature is critical
for our application, because different agents will have different types of goals, so it is natural factor this as randomly
choosing an agent first, and then a goal that is appropriate to
that agent. In the original Monroe there is conceptually only
a single agent that is being observed.
The original Monroe specified a probability distribution
over initial states as a function of the goal type. Monroe2
extends this to partition the initial state into a problemindependent and problem-dependent component, which
are generated (stochastically) separately: the problemindependent state is shared across all of the plans for a corpus. This is critical for our application, because P RIMROSE
will accumulate information over an entire corpus of plans,
so that information must be consistent over the corpus. Note
that this also means that Monroe2 has a notion of “domain
setting” that is higher order than that of corpus, and from
a single domain, can generate multiple corpora for different domain settings. Finally, Monroe2 separates out a notion of domain from the code itself: the original Monroe
was domain-specific. Fortunately, the original code was very
cleanly structured and this extension was not too difficult.
We hope to make Monroe2 and our narcotics trafficking
domain model publicly available at the end of the P RIM ROSE project. Doing so primarily requires making a set of
user documentation to make it generally useful.
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Plan Recognition

For P RIMROSE, we adopt the YAPPR framework for probabilistic plan recognition (Geib and Goldman 2009; Geib,
Maraist, and Goldman 2008; Maraist, Geib, and Goldman
2009). Probabilistic plan recognition is critical in fields like
intelligence analysis, because a key part of the task is for
analysts to identify interesting plans, and filter out less interesting, but more likely plans (that truck driver isn’t delivering opium to a heroin lab; they are just delivering cement to
a compound for construction).
YAPPR is based on a probabilistic model of the execution of simple hierarchical plans (Erol, Hendler, and Nau
1994). In this hierarchical framework, tasks (goals) are
decomposed into sub-tasks (sub-goals) in order to build a
plan. In this framework, plan libraries are partially ordered
AND/OR trees. AND-nodes represent methods for achieving a particular task: all of the children of an AND-node
must be performed in order to perform the parent task. The
children may be further constrained to be performed in a
particular order (or one of a set of possible orders), by annotating them with pairwise ordering constraints.

Given probabilities for the top level goals, and probabilities for different method choices (at the OR nodes), it is not
complicated to define the posterior probability of a given
hypothesis. To think about this in the simple language of
probability theory, an agent chooses some number of top
level goals to have, and methods for achieving those goals.
This makes some set of actions available to the agent to execute, and this set of actions is updated, as time goes by,
and performing earlier actions enables the performance of
later actions. For example, in our narcotics problem, bringing the opium to the lab enables the action of manufacturing
heroin from the opium. A description of the model in very
abstract terms may be found in a UAI paper by the PI and
colleagues (Goldman, Geib, and Miller 1999). This model
is equivalent to a Hidden Markov Model with complex internal state – the complexity coming from the task-subtask
structure in the agent’s plans.
YAPPR adopts performance-improving techniques from
parsing to better handle plan recognition (Geib, Maraist, and
Goldman 2008; Geib and Goldman 2009). For this project,
we enhanced the existing YAPPR implementation to support
actions with attributes represented as parameters or roles.
Previously, YAPPR could only recognize plans with actions
and complex tasks that were propositional. This was essential so that we could have primitive and complex actions with
roles that would make the role extraction possible.
We extended the grammars used by YAPPR to permit
complex (first order) terms as both terminals (actions) and
internal nodes (complex tasks). Arguments to these terms
are constrained by coreference constraints. For example, a
rule for smuggling items out of the local province by truck
is as follows:
(truck-smuggle-out ?trucker ?truck ?item ?source ?
crossing ?dest) −→
(deliver ?item ?trucker ?truck ?source ?crossing) >
(deliver ?item ?trucker ?truck ?crossing ?dest)

In this rule the ?trucker smuggles material from the
?source to the ?dest by first delivering the ?item
to a border-crossing, ?crossing, and then from the
?crossing to the final destination, ?dest. The > indicates an ordering relationship between the two subtasks.
An example of a plan tree generated by YAPPR 2 is given in
Figure 5.
This is plan tree represents a plan for manufacturing heroin at a lab LAB144 by an unknown baron
?BARON12981, including sub-tasks for acquiring the
chemist Morad, the chemist producing the heroin, and the
acquisition of opium. Here is a subset of the generated
plan tree, where other sub-tasks (e.g., acquiring acetic anhydride) are omitted to conserve space: In the plan tree,
primitive actions (i.e., observables) are preceeded by !, and
unobserved— but still hypothesized— entities are preceded
by ?, as in the case of ?BARON12981. In the primitive !DRIVE-TRUCK, Matteen is the truck driver (the
agent), BDKTRK43 is the truck (the patient), Pas-e Khir
the source, and LAB144 the destination. In the complex
action DELIVER, the patient is opium, the agent is again
3
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proc g e n e r a t e p r o b l e m ( )
; ; g o a l schema i s a t e r m w i t h f r e e v a r i a b l e s
l e t schema = p c h o o s e ( t o p − g o a l s )
state = fixed−state
begin
s t a t e := s t a t e ∪ random−locations ( s t a t e )
; ; f i n a l goal has t h e f r e e v a r i a b l e s f i l l e d
l e t g o a l = i n s t a n t i a t e ( schema , s t a t e )
r e t u r n p r o b l e m = <g o a l , s t a t e >
end

(a) Monroe problem generation.
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proc g e n e r a t e p r o b l e m ( c o n f i g )
l e t ∗ type = pchoose ( agentTypes ( co nfig ) ) ; agent type
agent = pchoose ( a g e n t s ( type , c o n f i g ) ) ; agent i n s t a n c e
schema = p c h o o s e ( g o a l s ( t y p e , c o n f i g ) )
s t a t e = fixed−state ( config )
begin
s t a t e := s t a t e ∪ s t a t e I n i t ( config , s t a t e )
l e t g o a l = i n s t a n t i a t e ( schema , s t a t e )
r e t u r n p r o b l e m = <g o a l , s t a t e >
end

(b) Monroe2 problem generation.
Figure 4: Monroe and Monroe2 problem generation contrasted.

((MANUFACTURE-HEROIN ?BARON12981 LAB144)
(((ACQUIRE-CHEMIST Morad LAB144)
((!TRAVEL Morad Mahall-i-Kamar LAB144)))
((COOK-HEROIN Morad LAB144)
((!PRODUCE-HEROIN Morad LAB144)))
((ACQUIRE-HEROIN-INGREDIENTS LAB144)
(((ACQUIRE-HEROIN-INGREDIENTS-NEED-BOTH LAB144)
(((ACQUIRE-OPIUM LAB144)
(((DELIVER OPIUM Matteen BDKTRK4 Pas-e_Khir LAB144)
(((GET-TRUCK-THEN-DELIVER OPIUM Matteen BDKTRK4 Bazare_Tashkan Pas-e_Khir LAB144)
(((UNLOAD-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 LAB144 OPIUM)
((!UNLOAD-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 LAB144 OPIUM)))
((DRIVE-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Bazar-e_Tashkan Pase_Khir)
((!DRIVE-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Bazar-e_Tashkan Pase_Khir)))
((LOAD-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Pas-e_Khir OPIUM)
((!LOAD-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Pas-e_Khir OPIUM)))
((DRIVE-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Pas-e_Khir LAB144)
((!DRIVE-TRUCK Matteen BDKTRK4 Pas-e_Khir LAB144)))))

Figure 5: Example plan tree: subset of plan tree for a plan
to manufacture heroin at a heroin lab.

Matteen, the truck used is BDKTRK4, and Pas-e Khir
and LAB144 the source and destination, respectively.
In order to enable YAPPR 2 to process such plans, we augmented it with data structures for terms and a unifier. Using
these capabilities required an extension of the search algorithm to check unification constraints.
The final extension made in YAPPR 2 was the generation
of plan trees. Previously, YAPPR, like many other such systems, simply returned root goals as the output of plan recognition. This was not sufficient for the needs of role extraction (see the following section). Fixing this, in combination
with the addition of first order terms, was somewhat difficult,
since the original YAPPR code took advantage of the limitation to goal recognition, to optimize by discarding many in-

termediate data structures that needed to be retained for plan
tree generation.
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Role Extraction (ROLEX)

When plan recognition is complete, P RIMROSE’s ROLEX
component takes likely plan trees and from them extracts
key role-fillers using a combination of rule-based and analogical reasoning. The actions in the plans, both observed
primitive actions, and inferred sub-tasks, are represented as
first-order terms, with roles/arguments such as agent, patient, source, destination, location, etc. Values for these arguments are filled by unification, both by matching against
primitive terms, and by unification constraints in the plan library. Since some entities in the plan may not be observed
(see example below), after plan recognition there may be
unbound variables in the plan trees.
ROLEX operates incrementally on one or more plan trees
at a time, with the following operations:
1. Encode the plan tree into triples with sub-task relations.
2. Create skolem terms for all unobserved entities.
3. Use the triple-graph of all plan trees seen so far to perform
rule-based inference of roles.
4. Record provenance of all inferences in an ATMS.
5. Detect mergable skolem terms via graph-matching.
We briefly describe each of these processes next.
ROLEX encodes each task in a plan tree into triples
using the positions of the arguments to assign predicates.
For example, the task (ACQUIRE-CHEMIST
Morad LAB144) in the plan tree of Figure 5 is assigned a
unique symbol (e.g., event-29234), and encoded as follows:

(kb::trucker)

(kb::truck)

kb::|shah abdul|
(kb::trucker)

kb::drives-truck

kb::bdktrk22
(kb::truck)

kb::|abdul rastin|
(kb::trucker kb::relevant)

kb::drives-truck

kb::bdktrk34
(kb::truck kb::relevant)

kb::employs
kb::baron-of-lab144
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::|morad|
(kb::chemist kb::relevant)

kb::workplace
kb::lab144
(kb::lab kb::relevant)

kb::controls-lab

Figure 6: ROLEX infers roles from observed plans.
kb::employs
kb::friendly-to
kb::baron-of-lab145
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::|smugglers-of-tash siri|
(kb::smuggling-network kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::controls

kb::|mohamad awrang|
(kb::trucker kb::relevant)
kb::|tash siri|
(kb::crossing-site kb::relevant)

kb::drives-truck

kb::connection

also produces heroin at LAB143 which is operatedkb::connection
by an
kb::|wark|
unknown baron BARON-OF-LAB143,
as
shown
in
Figkb::connection
(kb::crossing-site kb::relevant)
ure 7. Further, ROLEX
has inferred that both skolemized
kb::controls
kb::connection
barons BARON-OF-LAB144 andkb::|wakhan|
BARON-OF-LAB143
(kb::crossing-site)
Note that this involves assigning role names, such as
are friendly to a the same smuggling network.
chemist to relationships that, in YAPPR 2, were reprekb::|smugglers-of-wark|
kb::employs
kb::drives-truck
The skolem barons
of LAB143kb::|din
andabdul|
LAB144 may
resented only positionally. This also means
that this (kb::smuggling-network
reprekb::friendly-to
kb::relevant kb::skolem)
(kb::trucker kb::relevant)
kb::employs
fer
to
the
same
real-world
individual,
so
R
OLEX
autokb::baron-of-lab147
sentation can (kb::narco-baron
be stored
as a graph
in a triple
store (e.g., an
kb::controls-lab
kb::relevant
kb::skolem)
matically suggests merging similar
skolems
via similaritykb::lab147
kb::|mohamad
gholam|
RDF database or other graph DB).
(kb::lab kb::relevant)
(kb::mule kb::relevant)
based reasoning. ROLEX computes
relational semantic
For unobserved entities (unbound variables) such as
similarity via a greedy graph-matching algorithm (e.g.,
kb::|poya|
kb::drives-truck
kb::bdktrk31
?BARON12981, (kb::trucker
ROLEXkb::relevant)
constructs a functional skolem (kb::truck kb::relevant)
(Forbus et al. 2017)). It uses a base graph and a tarterm based on other arguments within the action, to proget graph (e.g., the subgraphs of BARON-OF-LAB144
kb::drives-truck
kb::|din shahryar|
kb::bdktrk32
duce a concise symbol (kb::trucker)
such as BARON-OF-LAB144. Since
(kb::truck)
and BARON-OF-LAB143, respectively), and then greedily
these terms are generated for functional relations, the same
computes a mapping between the base and target. The mapkb::|mehran|
kb::drives-truck
kb::bdktrk6
symbol will be retrieved
another unobserved baron is (kb::truck kb::relevant)
(kb::truckerwhen
kb::relevant)
ping includes a similarity score sm computed as a weighted
associated with LAB144, allowing ROLEX to accumulate
node and edge count in the mapping, which it normalizes
information about hypothesized entities, absent direct obinto the interval [0, 1] by dividing it by the average node and
servation.
m
edge count of the base sb and target st : s = s2s
.
b +st
ROLEX’s rule-based inference combines Horn clauses and
R
OLEX
includes
a
paramterizeable
similarity
threshold
forward-chaining rules. For example, the following rule uses
s∗ , whereby it automatically suggests merging skolems if
the two adjacent Horn clauses to infer that a baron employs
s ≥ s∗ for any two same-typed skolems. This is the case
a chemist when the chemist uses a lab in any event, and the
for both barons in Figure 7. In our current work, s∗ is set
baron uses the same lab in any event:
to 0.8. This was done for now by trial-and-error, but works
(RULE :lhs ((chemist-uses-lab ?lab ?chemist)
robustly for this domain. This parameter could be adapted
(baron-uses-lab ?lab ?baron))
by machine learning, if needed.
:rhs ((employs ?baron ?chemist)))
Results from some preliminary experiments with ROLEX
are
shown in Figure 8. The plot represents the recall of nar(HORN :head (chemist-uses-lab ?lab ?chemist)
cotics network structure, measured against the ground truth
:body ((lab ?event ?lab)
from the Monroe2 configuration. There are two plots, one
(chemist ?event ?chemist)))
for raw recall, and one corrected for elements of the Monroe2 configuration that are impossible to observe. The re(HORN :head (baron-uses-lab ?lab ?baron)
:body ((lab ?event ?lab)
sults shown here represent essentially best-case results of
(baron ?event ?baron)))
ROLEX, since they are limited to the output of plan recognition with full action sequences, which removes most of the
These and other rules concisely describe role extraction
uncertainty from the plan recognition process. As such, this
patterns, allowing ROLEX to extract roles shown in Figfigure should be interpreted as showing how well ROLEX
ure 6, which renders the inferred employs triple as a link.
could work if plan recognition was near optimal. It should
ROLEX encodes all of its logical inferences with rules and
not be interpreted as a measure of overall P RIMROSE perHorn clauses within an Assumption-based Truth Mainteformance, whose evaluation awaits more extensive investinance System (ATMS) (deKleer 1986; Forbus and De Kleer
gation.
1993). P RIMROSE subsequently uses the ATMS for provenance reasoning, so that all of ROLEX’s inferences are defea7 Provenance reasoning
sible if the supporting reports lose credibility, as described
in Section 7. ROLEX’s processing of these rules is sound and
One key issue for analysts is the provenance (source) of
complete (because of the limitation to Horn clauses), which
the information that goes into their analyses. Using S PIRE,
means that the extraction process is sound and complete subP RIMROSE will record the source of the observations that it
ject to the limitation of its rule set. In future work we hope
receives as input. S PIRE, and thus P RIMROSE, model proveto use machine learning to acquire new ROLEX rules from
nance using the Provenance Ontology for compatibility with
experience and user feedback.
other systems (Moreau et al. 2011). For example, use of the
provenance ontology should assist in incorporating observaOver time, ROLEX extends its network by processtions from other sources such as user judgments.
ing additional plan trees, as more observations are made
and more plans are recognized. In our example, it proIn P RIMROSE, provenance information is propagated
cesses additional action reports that indicate that Morad
through the inferences performed by YAPPR 2 and ROLEX,
kb::controls-lab
(isa event-29234 acquire-chemist)
(chemist event-29234 Morad)
(lab event-29234 LAB144)

kb::lab145
(kb::lab kb::relevant)

kb::bdktrk1
(kb::truck kb::re

kb::tajikista
(kb::relevan

kb::lab148
(kb::lab kb::rele

kb::bdktrk5
(kb::truck kb::re

kb::employs

kb::|din mohamad|
(kb::chemist kb::relevant)

kb::employs

kb::baron-of-lab146
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::workplace

kb::controls-lab

kb::lab146
(kb::lab kb::relevant)

kb::controls-lab
kb::baron-of-lab144
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::workplace

kb::employs

kb::baron-of-lab143
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::friendly-to

kb::|morad|
(kb::chemist kb::relevant)

kb::employs

kb::controls-lab

kb::friendly-to

kb::workplace
kb::lab143
(kb::lab kb::relevant)

kb::controls
kb::|smugglers-of-wark|
(kb::smuggling-network kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::friendly-to

kb::employs

kb::friendly-to

kb::baron-of-lab147
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevantOLEX
kb::skolem)

kb::workplace

kb::employs
1

kb::|shah mohamad|
(kb::chemist kb::relevant)

kb::baron-of-lab148
(kb::narco-baron kb::relevant kb::skolem)

kb::employs

kb::|mehran|
(kb::trucker)

kb::drives-truck

kb::|esfandyar|
(kb::trucker)

kb::drives-truck

kb::|abdul mohamad|
(kb::trucker)

kb::drives-truck
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Figure 8: Recall performance
of ROLEX
as a function of
kb::|shah shah|
kb::drives-truck
number of(kb::trucker)
plans processed.
kb::|abdul rastin|
(kb::trucker)

kb::drives-truck

kb::|poya|
kb::drives-truck
using the assumption-based
truth maintenance
system
(kb::trucker)
(ATMS) (deKleer 1986; Forbus and deKleer 1993) in S PIRE.
abdul|
kb::drives-truck
A truth maintenancekb::|shah
system
(TMS) (Doyle
1979) is a
(kb::trucker)
boolean constraint satisfaction system that records distinkb::drives-truck
guished assumptions,kb::|din
andshahryar|
then propagates
the assumptions
(kb::trucker)
to compute labels for every conclusion derived from those
kb::|shah esfandyar|
kb::drives-truck
assumptions. An ATMS
is a TMS that is
distinguished by
(kb::trucker)
being able to maintain multiple different, possibly inconroozbeh|
kb::drives-truck
sistent contexts in kb::|mohamad
a single
boolean
network
(deKleer 1986;
(kb::trucker)
McDermott 1983). Each proposition in the ATMS graph will
jahanshah|
kb::drives-truck
be so labeled, andkb::|mohammed
the label
gives
the necessary
and sufficient
(kb::trucker)
condition for that proposition to hold, in terms of the distinkb::drives-truck
kb::|ali kambis|
guished assumption nodes.
(kb::trucker)
kb::|mohamad kasra|
(kb::trucker)
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(kb::lab kb::relevant)

kb::lab148
of inferences. In this example,
the justification nodes,
(kb::lab kb::relevant)
10, 11, and 12, that point to proposition SR4, indicate
the implications Y 2 → SR4, N 2 ∧ N 1 → SR4, and
Y 1 → SR4, respectively. The assumptions in this network
kb::bdktrk6
(kb::truck)
will be propagated to compute labels on all of the propositions. For example, the label of conclusion SR4 would
kb::bdktrk35
(kb::truck)
be {{Y 1} , {Y 2} , {N 1, N 2, F P 4}}. The ATMS efficiently
computes these label sets, and can perform related tasks such
kb::bdktrk30
(kb::truck)
as report all of the propositions that hold in a particular context, etc.
kb::bdktrk21
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kb::|mohamad gholam|
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uses graph-matching to infer
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Figure 9: ATMS graph of inferences.
For example, Figure 9 shows an ATMS graph. The dotted rectangle nodes are assumptions, the solid rectangles
propositions, and the hexagons are justifications: records

In P RIMROSE’s ATMS, we add assumptions for each reported action, representing the assumption that the report
is accurate. Reports also have informants, and we add askb::bdktrk13
(kb::truck)
sumptions to record the belief that the informant is credible. Reports of actions, then, are justified by the conjunckb::bdktrk34
(kb::truck)
tion of the report accuracy assumption and the credible informant assumption. See Figure 11 for an example of these
kb::bdktrk31
(kb::truck)
justification structures. Propositions about actions, such as
!travel-3440862613055040024-9999999 in the
kb::bdktrk22
(kb::truck)
figure are justified by the reports and the credibility of the
informant. Conclusions from plan recognition – for example
kb::bdktrk32
(kb::truck)
in this case that there is an acquire-chemist complex
action
– is justified by the plan recognition process and, inkb::bdktrk8
(kb::truck)
directly, the reports that went into it. Labels are propagated
from these role-filler proposition through justifications that
kb::bdktrk12
(kb::truck)
correspond to the rules that ROLEX uses to draw its further
conclusions
in the network analysis. See Figure 12 for an
kb::bdktrk26
(kb::truck)
example.
kb::bdktrk14
(kb::truck)

kb::bdktrk28
(kb::truck)

Using provenance frameworks with the ATMS approaches allows browsable rationale for inferences, includkb::bdktrk20
ing the agent(s) responsible, the background knowledge re(kb::truck)
sponsible, the information sources responsible, etc. The
combination of provenance and ATMS also allows P RIM ROSE to readily repudiate an information source, and remove all of the conclusions supported by that information
source — or, more precisely, all the conclusions supported
by that information source that do not have independent support from more reliable sources. Because of its justification
structure, P RIMROSE can adjust its conclusions either if an
action report is incorrect (e.g., an innocent mistake such as
misreading a license plate), if it needs to retract all the conclusions based on a particular informant (e.g., an informant
is found to be abusing their position to settle grudges), or
if an interpretation by YAPPR 2 is discredited. For example,
Figure 10 shows how information can be removed when an
informant is discredited.

3203-33

3203-43

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10825]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-1856046588624057941-9999999
kb::credible)

:REPORT[10829]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!travel-3440862613055040024-9999999
kb::credible)

:REPORT[10835]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!produce-heroin-3861919957241195881-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[10830]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[10836]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10826]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::|abdul matar| kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[10837]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-1040122771197284242-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10831]

:BACKCHAIN[12051]

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10832]

Figure 10: ATMS provenance structures for reports, showing dependency on assumptions about the report and informant,
[kb::ctx678]:
and justification of plan tree triples.
(kb::lab-used-by-chemist kb::lab143 kb::|reza|)

:BACKCHAIN[12050]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3139069170033345271-33 kb::credible)

:REPORT[2669]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!travel-1878170772028976804-33 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2670]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-1105291632811056401-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!produce-heroin-925057455664047363-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2676]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::cook-heroin-2906201823827513964-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::ctx678]:
:REPORT[2675]
(isa kb::report-54113728641645755-33 kb::credible)
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::lab143)

:RETRIEVE[10857]
:PLAN-REC[2815]

:RETRIEVE[10838]
:PLAN-REC[2735]

:RETRIEVE[10849]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-acetic-anhydride-22161004598885894-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

(isa
(isa
[kb::ctx678]:
:PLAN-REC[2816]
:PLAN-REC[2817]
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-need-both-722256191757266605-33
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-3121909056116755705-33
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::credible)
kb::credible)
kb::baron-of-lab143)
[kb::planrec-context]:
:BACKCHAIN[12073]
[kb::ctx678]:
[kb::net-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-opium-1560793358841206565-33
:FORWARD-CHAIN[13953]
kb::credible)
(kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::lab143 kb::baron-of-lab143)
(kb::employs kb::baron-of-lab143 kb::|reza|)
[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33
[kb::rolex-rules]:
kb::baron-of-lab143)
[kb::planrec-context]:
[kb::planrec-context]:
[kb::planrec-context]:
(kbop:rule :lhs
:REPORT[3710]
:PLAN-REC[3711]
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-1105291632811056401-43
(isa kb::report-3139069170033345271-43 kb::credible)
(isa kb::!travel-1258881234798810204-43
kb::credible)
((kb::lab-used-by-chemist
kb::?lab kb::?chemist)
kb::credible)
:BACKCHAIN[12075]
[kb::rolex-rules]:
(kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::?lab kb::?baron))
(<< (kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::?lab kb::?baron) spire::[ 2
:rhs ((kb::employs kb::?baron kb::?chemist)))
[kb::planrec-context]:
[kb::planrec-context]:
spire::])
[kb::planrec-context]:
:REPORT[3716]

(isa kb::report-54113728641645755-43 kb::credible)

:RETRIEVE[10902]

(isa kb::!produce-heroin-925057455664047363-43
kb::credible)

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33 kb::lab143)

:PLAN-REC[3856]

:PLAN-REC[3717]

(isa kb::cook-heroin-2906201823827513964-43
kb::credible)

:BACKCHAIN[12074]

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-need-both-722256191757266605-43
kb::credible)

[kb::ctx678]:

:RETRIEVE[10842]

:PLAN-REC[2818]

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
(isa kb::acquire-acetic-anhydride-22161004598885894-43
:PLAN-REC[3857]
kb::baron-of-lab143)
kb::credible)

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-3121909056116755705-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3858]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43

:RETRIEVE[10874]

[kb::planrec-context]:
kb::lab143)
(isa kb::acquire-opium-1560793358841206565-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3776]

Figure 11: ATMS provenance structures for ROLEX’s conclusions.
[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10825]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-1856046588624057941-9999999
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!travel-3440862613055040024-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[10830]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10826]

:REPORT[10835]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!produce-heroin-3861919957241195881-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[10836]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10831]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3369377312833238241-33 kb::credible)

:REPORT[2808]

:REPORT[2784]
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3629116532156850942-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-943667441523192978-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!unload-truck-4260318772218149521-33
kb::credible)
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-4446642820166459642-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2809]

:PLAN-REC[2785]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!ground-cross-border-in-2454688881833600821-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2762]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-409190838189400664-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-4216389732229130053-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2801]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-337666762766653891-33 kb::credible)

:REPORT[2792]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!load-truck-967162842083757831-33 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2793]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::load-truck-3753796353151576422-33 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2810]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::get-truck-then-deliver-1507599007480364855-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2811]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-400557482939462930-33 kb::credible)

:REPORT[2723]

:REPORT[2715]
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-65650595732250994-33 kb::credible)
:REPORT[2731]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-304289611184731426-43 kb::credible)
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3369377312833238241-43 kb::credible)

:REPORT[3849]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!unload-truck-4260318772218149521-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3850]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::unload-truck-47818833704774209-43 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-943667441523192978-43 kb::credible)

:REPORT[3833]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!load-truck-967162842083757831-43 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3834]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::load-truck-3753796353151576422-43 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-4216389732229130053-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3842]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-337666762766653891-43 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3826]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-4441963190017676242-43
kb::credible)

:REPORT[3841]
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3629116532156850942-43 kb::credible)
:REPORT[3825]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-1405823306005728307-43
kb::credible)

:REPORT[3802]

:PLAN-REC[3851]

(kb::chemist
kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999 kb::|reza|)

(isa
kb::ground-cross-border-in-anhydride-304601055000973034-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3139069170033345271-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::deliver-495158743246897661-33 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2812]

(isa
kb::ground-smuggle-anhydride-in-4125324975409539282-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!load-truck-1784012635572159101-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2724]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::load-truck-51445136452956812-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-2828518417711184302-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2716]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-1135447713016233175-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-4027771187386196571-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2732]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-2269208728767340793-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!unload-truck-3182016913790545633-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2708]

:PLAN-REC[2813]

:PLAN-REC[2733]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-54113728641645755-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

(isa
kb::net-smuggle-acetic-anhydride-in-3966225651538045421-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::get-truck-then-deliver-3344277436127477214-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2814]

:PLAN-REC[2734]

[kb::planrec-context]:

(isa
kb::smuggle-acetic-anhydride-2683803458340113203-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::deliver-1242513059642641157-33 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2815]

:PLAN-REC[2735]

:REPORT[2707]

:PLAN-REC[3803]

:PLAN-REC[3852]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::deliver-495158743246897661-43 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3853]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-400557482939462930-43 kb::credible)

:REPORT[3764]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!load-truck-1784012635572159101-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3765]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::load-truck-51445136452956812-43 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3755171609681803555-43 kb::credible)

:REPORT[3748]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!unload-truck-3182016913790545633-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3749]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::unload-truck-3654792731233142289-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-4027771187386196571-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3773]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-2269208728767340793-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!drive-truck-885006028542583597-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3757]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::drive-truck-1581086950680143543-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-acetic-anhydride-22161004598885894-33
kb::credible)

:REPORT[2669]

:REPORT[2675]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::lab143)
[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::chemist kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::|reza|)
:BACKCHAIN[12051]

:RETRIEVE[10855]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999 kb::lab143)

:RETRIEVE[11998]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::chemist kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999
kb::|reza|)

:BACKCHAIN[12050]

[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10821]

(kb::lab
kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::lab143)

:PLAN-REC[2670]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!produce-heroin-925057455664047363-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2676]

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-need-both-722256191757266605-33
kb::credible)

:REPORT[3710]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-54113728641645755-43 kb::credible)

:REPORT[3716]

:PLAN-REC[3856]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-acetic-anhydride-22161004598885894-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3857]

:PLAN-REC[3776]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-opium-1560793358841206565-43
kb::credible)

(isa
kb::ground-cross-border-in-anhydride-304601055000973034-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::cook-heroin-2906201823827513964-33
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[2818]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-REC[2817]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!travel-1258881234798810204-43 kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3711]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!produce-heroin-925057455664047363-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3717]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab-used-by-chemist kb::lab143 kb::|reza|)

:RETRIEVE[10857]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::lab143)

:RETRIEVE[10838]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::baron-of-lab143)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[2663]

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[2661]

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-3121909056116755705-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

(kb::baron
kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::baron-of-lab143)

[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-REC[3854]

:PLAN-REC[3774]

(isa
kb::net-smuggle-acetic-anhydride-in-3966225651538045421-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::get-truck-then-deliver-3344277436127477214-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-REC[3855]

:PLAN-REC[3775]

(isa
kb::smuggle-acetic-anhydride-2683803458340113203-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::deliver-1242513059642641157-43 kb::credible)

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-need-both-722256191757266605-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-1105291632811056401-43
kb::credible)
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::cook-heroin-2906201823827513964-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[3704]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33
kb::baron-of-lab143)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33
kb::lab143)

:PLAN-REC[3859]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[3702]

(kb::baron
kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
kb::baron-of-lab143)

:RETRIEVE[10849]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
kb::lab143)

:BACKCHAIN[12073]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33
kb::baron-of-lab143)
[kb::rolex-rules]:
(<< (kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::?lab kb::?baron) spire::[ 2
spire::])

:RETRIEVE[10902]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-474957999327271865-33 kb::lab143)

:RETRIEVE[10842]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::baron kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
kb::baron-of-lab143)

:RETRIEVE[10874]

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab kb::manufacture-heroin-3640788777738486319-43
kb::lab143)

[kb::ctx678]:
(kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::lab143 kb::baron-of-lab143)

:FORWARD-CHAIN[13953]

[kb::net-context]:
(kb::employs kb::baron-of-lab143 kb::|reza|)

[kb::rolex-rules]:
:BACKCHAIN[12075]

(kbop:rule :lhs
((kb::lab-used-by-chemist kb::?lab kb::?chemist)
(kb::lab-used-by-baron kb::?lab kb::?baron))
:rhs ((kb::employs kb::?baron kb::?chemist)))

:BACKCHAIN[12074]

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:
[kb::planrec-context]:

(isa
kb::ground-smuggle-anhydride-in-4125324975409539282-43
kb::credible)

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10823]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-chemist-1105291632811056401-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:

:REPORT[3756]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!travel-1878170772028976804-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
:PLAN-REC[2816]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::acquire-opium-1560793358841206565-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3139069170033345271-43 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::unload-truck-3654792731233142289-33
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-3755171609681803555-33 kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::get-truck-then-deliver-1507599007480364855-43
kb::credible)

:REPORT[3772]

:RETRIEVE[11999]

[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::!ground-cross-border-in-2454688881833600821-43
kb::credible)

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-65650595732250994-43 kb::credible)

:RETRIEVE[10856]

[kb::rolex-rules]:
(<< (kb::lab-used-by-chemist kb::?lab kb::?chemist)
spire::[ 2 spire::])
[kb::planrec-context]:
(kb::lab kb::cook-heroin-1157356801271260042-9999999
kb::lab143)
[kb::planrec-context]:

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::manufacture-heroin-2724629157635578199-9999999
kb::credible)
:REPORT[2761]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::unload-truck-47818833704774209-33 kb::credible)

:REPORT[2800]

(kb::chemist
kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::|reza|)

:PLAN-REC[10837]

:PLAN-STRUCTURE[10832]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-304289611184731426-33 kb::credible)

(kb::lab
kb::acquire-chemist-3972730391682360999-9999999
kb::lab143)

[kb::planrec-context]:

:REPORT[10829]

[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::|abdul matar| kb::credible)
[kb::planrec-context]:
(isa kb::report-1040122771197284242-9999999
kb::credible)

:PLAN-REC[3858]

(isa
kb::acquire-heroin-ingredients-3121909056116755705-43
kb::credible)

Figure 12: An ATMS network showing provenance for a set of P RIMROSE inferences. Grayed out nodes show how information can be removed when a source is discredited (red node).
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described how our P RIMROSE system uses plan recognition in a pipeline for network analysis. Based on the roles that agents and objects play in
observed plans, P RIMROSE populates a network analysis,
using a combination of rule-based reasoning and analogy.
P RIMROSE also tracks the provenance of information in the
network analysis, allowing it to automatically remove inferences fed by discredit reports and reporters.
The work that we describe here is strictly a proof-ofconcept. While we have a large quantity of corpora to analyze, we have not yet had time to run large scale experiments. For these experiments, we will need to make further improvements to YAPPR 2. Efficiency improvements,
like those developed by Geib for Elexir, and Kabanza for
D OPLAR will be essential for P RIMROSE to scale up. By
the time of the workshop, we hope to have empirical results to present, and to be able to release both Monroe2
and YAPPR 2. In the longer term, we hope to use machine
learning to automate the configuration of both YAPPR 2 and

ROLEX.
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